
 

Elden Ring [v 1.02 + DLC] For Windows

CLASSES There are six playable classes available to choose from. - The brave Knight, wielding a versatile sword. - The daring Rogue, using a boomerang and poison. - The mighty Magician, using fire and crystals. - The mysterious Shadow Ninja, using ninja
techniques. - The silent Priest, using the power of the Word. - The courageous Archer, using magic and traps. (Note: Due to compatibility issues, select Ninja, Shadow Ninja, and Priest classes are not compatible.) COMMUNICATION When creating a character, you
have the option to select which kind of communication they use. - The Noble Knight has the ability to communicate with other characters in real-time. - The Rogue has the ability to communicate with other characters in real-time. - The Magician has the ability to
communicate with other characters in real-time. - The Shadow Ninja has the ability to communicate with other characters in real-time. - The Priest has the ability to communicate with other characters in real-time. ABILITY You have access to four different ability

types. - The Noble Knight is born from the natural order, and his Abundant Ability can support and shield his allies. - The Rogue has the ability to gather intelligence, and his Analytical Ability can discover weaknesses and open new paths for him. - The Magician has
the ability to generate energy and control fire, and his Arcane Ability can unleash the power of crystals and turn the odds in his favor. - The Priest can use the Word, create barriers, and walk on water, and his Heaven Ability can protect his allies. - The Shadow Ninja
has the ability to learn and use the Mist, enter a new world, and perform in water, and his Shadow Ability can get in and out of trouble before his enemies. SURVIVAL There are two different types of survival that you can acquire. - Luck-type Skill—Equip and use Skill

Gems in order to increase your character’s luck. - Fitness-type Skill—Increase your stamina to increase your chance of survival. ITEMS There are several kinds of items you can use to aid your adventure. - Armor—Increase your defense, decrease your speed, and
absorb damage. - Weapons—Increase your defense and strength, but deplete your Mana. - Explosives—Increase your defense and strength, but increase your Mana. -

Elden Ring Features Key:
A Strategic Choice of Gameplay Style Choose your favorite RPG and TACTIC approach to achieve your goal using your own skills and magic.

Skill Capability Expansion Lots of opportunities to learn skills, improve equipment, and discover new spells so you can easily customize your character to your own play style.
Massive World It's a world full of variety, offering a vast number of situations and stories.

Full-Featured RPG Mechanics An open system allows you to mix and match various game mechanics to suit your play style.
Epic Dramatic Storyline An expansive storyline that reveals character progression, unforeseen twists, and countless beautiful images.

AQUAEMORIA
THE NEW RPG GAME THAT EVERY OVERSEE MIGHT HAVE BEEN HOPING FOR. The game that is full of deep circumstances but also has a lighthearted feel.
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